Foodservice Produce Trays

Introducing fruit
and vegetable
trays that keep
products
fresher, make
back room
preparation
faster and make
your product
more flavorful.

Fresh, fast, flavorful. The winning ingredients for
foodservice produce trays and customer satisfaction.

Taste, consistency and efficiency are key to
high-performing foodservice operations.
Any technology that helps deliver a fresher, better tasting product, while
reducing backroom labor and minimizing costs, can also deliver a real
competitive advantage for foodservice operations. To help customers
meet these challenges, Sonoco has developed a versatile portfolio of
foodservice produce trays for pre-sliced and diced products designed
with protection and productivity in mind.

Sonoco’s steam table trays
for produce:
Superior tray designs keep
produce fresh and firm while
enhancing packaging throughput.
Why settle for standard produce trays
when you can get better protection and
competitive pricing from Sonoco’s
foodservice produce trays? Sonoco
produce trays are available with a LDPE
or PP seal surface in black and white.
Logos can be included for branding and
custom inserts for enhanced product
protection and freshness. Heavy-duty
construction allows our trays to stand-up
to the humidity and handling found in
restaurant environments.

Build your brand and your bottom line.

Quarter tray

Our trays will protect your brand reputation and reinforce customer loyalty
by delivering fresher products. In addition, our strong, low temperature
seals result in faster throughput on packaging lines. The net result is a
winning combination that delivers a better product and a more efficient
production operation that builds your brand and your bottom line.

Quarter steam table trays:

Half steam table trays:

A cost-effective way to maximize
product protection, extend shelf
life and reduce waste.

A heavy-duty solution for
keeping thicker cuts in prime
condition.

Sliced tomatoes are extremely delicate
and therefore vulnerable to damage.
Given the tight margins around food
costs for foodservice operations,
reducing waste is a key ingredient to
raising profitability. Sonoco’s thermoformed plastic quarter steam table trays
are specifically designed to protect
sliced tomatoes, promote extended
shelf life and save money by delivering
more sellable products and less food
waste.

Sonoco half steam table produce trays
are specifically engineered with smooth,
curved interior walls to reduce pressure
points and channel fluids away from the
produce, keeping it fresh, flavorful and
visually appealing. The half steam table
trays are available with an optional drain
insert that keeps up to 250 ml. of fluid
away from the produce, maximizing shelf
life. For added liquid control we can also
provide an absorbent pad under the
insert that locks the liquid in and
enhances the quality of your product.

Our unique design features a seamless,
concave inner wall profile that reduces
pressure points. This helps prevent flat
slices and edge damage that make
produce visually unappealing and
shortens shelf life. The tray delivers
superior fluid handling, allowing up to
80 ml. of fluid to flow away from the
produce while keeping slices firm and
flavorful. By combining high-strength,
low-temperature seals, our trays
improve line run rates, delivering
operational productivity and efficiency.

So, if you’re in the market
for a cost-effective solution
that delivers freshness,
convenience and quality
for your pre-sliced fruits
and vegetables, let’s talk.

Half tray

Half tray

Half tray with drain insert

Our foodservice produce trays
can help you take a bite out of
your operational costs and help
you build a relationship with your
customers that keeps them
coming back for more.
Contact Sonoco Plastics:
847 957 0115 I sonocoplastics.com

Foodservice produce trays:
Specifications
Half tray

Half Steam Table Tray
Dimensions:
Length……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………12.375 ins.
Width……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 10.25 ins.
Depths………………………………………………………………………………………………… 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 3.8 ins.

Pallet/Case Configuration:
Case pack……………………………………………… 1,320 trays per case (24 bags of 55 trays each)
Quarter tray

Case size………………………………………40 in. x 48 in. x 42 in.; 46.7 cu. ft.; one case per pallet
Case weight…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 250 lbs.

Quarter Steam Table Tray
Dimensions:
Length…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 11.875 ins.
Width……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 5.125 ins.
Depth………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………4.125 ins.
Both trays are available in black or white.

Pallet/Case Configuration:
Case pack……………………………………………… 2,300 trays per case (46 bags of 50 trays each)
Case size………………………………………………………… 40 in. x 48 in. x 42 in.; one case per pallet
Case weight…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 275 lbs.

Lead time: Four weeks
Minimum order: Full truckload (60 pallets)

Contact Sonoco Plastics:
847 957 0115
sonocoplastics.com I sonoco.com

